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Welcome
Hi all
The humidity is slowing starting to creep up
which means we’ve only got another month
or so left of our glorious dry season. Make the
most of this time and get out and about as
much as you can!
The Resident Leader team, Kim Jennings
(formerly Webster – congratulations on your
wedding!), and Penny Biddle have been
working hard to plan out the next two months of
activities to ensure you have access to the best
there is at IHD, around Darwin and its
surrounds.
Only one more week until semester break.
Make the most of it!
Dean Preddy
Manager
International House Darwin
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IHD residents attending the Lakeside Drive
Community Garden.

IHD Reception
Office Hours:
9.00am - 5.00pm
Resident Leaders:
Ph. 8946 6591
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iWitness Resident Input:
If you would like to include anything in the next
issue of iWitness please email
nicole.ryan@cdu.edu.au
W: cdu.edu.au/ihd
FB: facebook.com/EventsIHD

Mahbilil Festival

Looking for something cultural to do this weekend?
Have your own car? Then head to the Mahbilil
Festival for a truly memorable experience!
The Jabiru Mahbilil Festival is a one day
celebration of cultural diversity and community.

Date: Saturday, 6 September 2014
Time: 12 noon to 12 midnight
Location: Jabiru Lakeside
Cost: Free entry

During daylight hours, it is a family-friendly event
crammed with activities, workshops for kids, rides,
displays, Indigenous art exhibitions and demonstrations of weaving, painting and other crafts.
Food features prominently with large earth ovens of buffalo, barramundi and the speciality of the
region, magpie goose. Join in the fun with competitions that include spear throwing,
didgeridoo blowing, magpie goose cooking and kite-making and flying.
At sunset the festival turns on a high art installation on the lake and foreshores followed by an
evening program of screen arts, music and dance till late.
For more information about the festival, check out the Mahbilil Festival website:
W: mahbililfestival.com/

Images credit: Mahbilil Festival website
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Studying abroad just got a little easier!
Do you want to combine study
with adventure? Why not take
advantage of CDU’s studies
abroad programs!
Studying abroad may seem a
world away – literally, but more
CDU students will now have
the opportunity to improve their
language and cross-cultural
skills thanks to funding from
the Australian Government.
CDU will receive funding
totalling $248,500 as part of
the Australian Government’s
2015 funding round for Global
Mobility Programs. This

funding will be used to
subsidise study options for
eligible students to undertake
short-term and
semester-based study with
partner institutions.
These grants provide funding
for students under the
AsiaBound Grants Program,
Endeavour Cheung Kong
Student Exchange Program,
International Student
Exchange Program, and the
Short Term Mobility Program.

complete in-country language
studies under the AsiaBound
program, and to Eastern
Indonesia to complete a field
intensive program. Students
also travelled to Greece as
part of the Short Term
Mobility Program for in-country
language study while others
travelled to the USA, Canada
and France as international
exchange students.
For more information visit:
W: cdu.edu.au/international/
outgoing-exchange

In 2014 students travelled to
Indonesia and China to

Public Transport

IHD Casuarina Shuttle Bus

CDU students are entitled to a concession fare
which is $1 for unlimited bus travel for three
hours on any scheduled public bus
service from the time validation.

To help you with your shopping, IHD runs a
FREE shuttle service to Casuarina Square
Shopping Centre every Friday during semester.

Residents wishing to access the Parap Market
(Saturday mornings), Nightcliff Market
(Sunday mornings), Rapid Creek Market
(Sunday Mornings) or Mindil Market (Thursday
and Sunday nights in the dry season) may do
so using the number 4 public bus which
departs from the CDU campus and passes
each market. This bus service also continues
onto the Darwin city precinct.
Timetables for public buses may be found on
the NT Transport website:
W: transport.nt.gov.au/transport/public
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The shuttle bus departs from IHD Reception.
The drop off/return pickup is from the same
point at your destination.
Details:
• IHD to and from Casuarina Square
• Every Friday night
• 30 minute loop (approximately)
• First bus leaves IHD @ 5.30pm
• Last bus leaves Casuarina @ 9pm.

Explore a Pop-up Zoo in the City
Come and explore the Pop-up Zoo at Darwin
Waterfront as part of National Threatened
Species Day from 9am to 12pm this Saturday,
7 September 2014.
September 7 marks the anniversary of the
death of the last thylacine or Tasmanian tiger,
commemorated each year by the National
Threatened Species Day. This will be the first
year that an officially organised event occurs in
the Northern Territory.
Presentations, interactive displays and stalls will
be found at the Darwin Waterfront as well as
cameo appearances from some of the
species concerned.
Crocodylus Park, Crocosaurus Cove and
the Territory Wildlife Park will be bringing along
some threatened species that interested
members of the public can view.
Get up close with a crocodile; enjoy hands-on
interactive marine displays, see flatback marine
turtles and a Tiwi masked owl. Have your photo
taken with the keepers and their animals at one
of the 20 displays.

Date: Sunday, 7 September 2014
Time: 9am – 12pm
Location: Darwin Waterfront
Cost: Free

Free Movie Under the Stars
Pitch Perfect (M)
If you haven’t made the most of getting
outdoors this dry season, you best hurry up!
With only two months of glorious dry season
weather left, it’s best you attend as many
outdoor events and activities as you can
possibly squeeze in before it comes to a
sudden halt!
With this in mind, grab your picnic rug and
relax on the Waterfront lawn on Saturday, 13
September and watch the hilarious movie Pitch
Perfect under the stars with friends.
Bring along a homemade picnic or purchase
some yummy food from one of the local
businesses.

Date: 13 September 2014
Time: Movie starts at 7pm
Location: Darwin Waterfront
Cost: Free
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Event Reviews
Walking Neighbourhood
Written by Danni’elle Jenkins
With August comes Darwin
Festival, and with Darwin
Festival come lots of exciting
events and cultural
experiences. On Saturday 17
August, seven IHD residents
were lucky enough to be taken
on a cultural journey through
Bagot Community.

experience
what is behind
the walls.
However, for
Darwin
Festival, the
people of
Bagot
community
opened their community for all
of us to tour and learn.
Our group from IHD along with
many other tourists and locals
gathered together at Bagot to
experience the neighbourhood
from the local children’s points
of view. We were introduced to
the children with fun music and
brightly coloured streamers.
We “followed the leaders”
throughout the neighbourhood
and towards their local OSCH
(Out of School Care House),
where the children spend most
of their time outside of school.

Bagot Community is home to
over 400 Aboriginal people
and in the heart of Darwin. The
community is a treasured spot
where traditional culture meets
suburbia. Many people travel
past the gates of Bagot every
day, but not everyone gets to
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Throughout the afternoon the
children played basketball,
showed us their local friendly
dogs and turtle, and their notso-friendly snake. At the end of
the afternoon the young ladies
showed us a traditional dance,
only performed by women, and

then they all got up for some
free style dancing! We saw
back flips, breaks dancing and
all sorts of tricks! Although the
kids were sometimes quite shy,
they were all full of fun and
energy and enjoyed showing
off their neighbourhood.

As this is a private
neighbourhood we could not
take many pictures. However,
we did get a couple of the
residents enjoying themselves
and a few of the children’s art
projects.

Red Frogs Café Crawl
Written by Tim Howarth
The long awaited Red Frogs Café Crawl
saw the bus jammed full of eager residents
and Red Frogs.
Departure time was slightly ahead of
schedule, which in the end allowed for
plenty of photo opportunities once we
arrived at Cullen Bay. Iced coffee and chips
were the order of the day, and
everyone split into little groups to share a
serve. The amount ordered was perfect,
and everyone was well satisfied. Some classic photo poses followed, including ‘holding the sun’,
‘jumping’ and even a ‘human pyramid’!
Once the sun had set we made our way to the Cool Spot for a coffee, tea and a serve of
profiteroles, followed by a milkshake. Everyone was content to stay here such was the
atmosphere, and so the third café never eventuated.
Upon return to IHD there was a split between the residents who had chosen a final coffee being
awake and jumpy, and those who had opted for a milkshake, sweetened to sleep. All in all a very
enjoyable evening. Thanks Red Frogs!!!

Vietnamese Water Puppets
Written by Danni’elle Jenkins
A huge
crowd was
gathered
around the
waterfront
lagoon to
see the
show, and a
beautiful
show it was.

IHD Residents had the opportunity to join in on
yet another Darwin Festival Event on Saturday,
23 August 2014. This time we were entertained
by Vietnamese performers and puppeteers.
For thousands of years, water puppets have
been performed on the surface of the waters in
the paddy fields of North Vietnam. Now the
internationally known group Thang Long Troupe
travels the world bringing delight to their
audiences with the traditional puppet show.

The
Vietnamese
orchestra
played some wonderful tunes to start off the
evening, and they continued through the puppet
show, adding to the excitement and wonder of
the stories being acted out. The stage floated
atop the water and the lights were lit beautifully
to set the mood. When the puppets came out
the energy and fun began, with traditional
stories and dances being performed to the
music.
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Berry Springs and Noonamah Rodeo
Written by Katharina Dittmer
The day started off at Crazy Acres where
everyone could satisfy their sweet cravings with
delightful homemade smoothies, cheese cake
and ice-cream. Afterwards the owner Karen
gave us a rundown of her property and the
residents went off to explorer the various plants
and animals, namely chickens.
The next stop was Berry Springs Nature Park
and here the residents cooled down by jumping
into the water and swimming up and down the
creek. Some people even tried to be Tarzan, as
Solenn called the rope swing.
Have you ever wondered “where the hell is
Noonamah?” Well 23 of our residents found
out last Saturday as they went for one of their

biggest events, the Noonamah Rodeo. The
highlight of the evening was the brave cowboys
who showed their skills on various bucking
bulls, horses and even ponies. Another major
show was the motocross, where fearless bikies
showed off their amazing death-defying stunts,
including backflips.

IHD Soccer Tournament
Written by Robert Xhang
Everyone knows that IHD
residents LOVE soccer! So it
was no surprise that the IHD
Soccer tournament was a huge
success – despite a few
hiccups along the way.
The matches were of a high
quality and the teams played
very hard in their games. The
defending champion – JFF
United lost several key players
this time and thus did not enter
the top 4, but they played fair
and we look forward to seeing
them compete again next year!
The Zebras, Crocodiles, and
Building 3 teams had to

overcome some
ruling decisions, but
they kept on with the
tournament showing
their maturity – which
is a great sign for our
future competitive
events!
Unfortunately, the
Kangaroos did not
attend the re-scheduled games
on August 28 as half of their
players had classes on that
evening. IHD apologies for the
mix up in lighting the previous
week which caused the
matches to be rescheduled.
IHD had been assured the
lights would work but
unfortunately
this was not
the case.
In the end
the strongest
team of the
tournament
– Black &
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Blondes played brilliant
soccer and won the
tournament! Everyone was
impressed with their teamwork,
superior personal skills and
positive sportsmanship. All the
players and spectators agreed
they deserved the
championship because they
were the best team in all
aspects – well done!

Champion:
Black & Blondes
Golden Boot:
Mahammed – 8 goals
from Building 3
Fair Play: JFF United

Community Gardening Sessions
Written by Katharina Dittmer
Garden Session #1
Tour and Gardening Introduction

She explained to us how to grow and keep
these plants alive.

A small group of 10 residents made their way
down to the Lakeside Drive Community Garden
on 6 August 2014. At the Garden we met
Emily, who took us on a tour through the
garden and showed us their various plants such
as eggplant, ginger, lemongrass, pumpkin,
pineapple, passionfruit, basil and many more.

The residents were thoroughly enjoying
themselves when suddenly a bushfire started
next to the garden. Unfortunately we forgot to
bring marshmallows. Luckily, no one was
injured, as the fire department arrived quickly to
extinguish the fire, and the residents made their
way back to IHD safe and sound, packed with
lots of vegetables and seedlings for planting.

Garden Session #2

planting basil and chilli. Emily also showed us
how to make a self-watering garden bed to
ensure that our plants will survive over the
summer break.

Container Gardens
Inspired by our last gardening trip, Emily came
to visit us on the 27 August 2014 to do another
gardening session. Her tiny car was
overloaded with gardening tools, compost,
buckets and plants.
About 15 residents came down to Sitzler Court
to get their hands dirty. It didn’t take long
until the residents had their arms elbow deep in
the buckets mixing up the soil. Others started
punching holes into
normal 10 litre
buckets with
scissors as a cheap
alternative to
expensive planting
pots (pot $12,
bucket same size
$0.80). Emily gave
some good advice
on how to do budget
gardening. The
residents filled their
buckets and started

Everyone had lots of fun and took their “babies”
back to their rooms. Building 1, 2, 3, 6, 11 and
17 can now enjoy their new green residents and
hopefully they will survive the busy schedule of
a uni student. We are also looking forward to
the next session, where we will make delicious
basil pesto.
If people are interested in growing their own
vegetables, the Lakeside Drive Community
Garden meets every Thursday from 4pm til
sunset and does some gardening together.
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Suicide safeTALK
IHD has secured the opportunity for
30 residents to be trained in the 3
hour Suicide safeTALK program.
This is an excellent opportunity for
those hoping to enter teaching,
health or social work careers to
add the first level training in suicide
awareness to their resumes. It is
also a way of building the safety of
our own community.

Suicide safeTALK is an established
program from Living Works which
will be presented at IHD by
qualified Anglicare trainers.

The program prepares participants
to identify someone with thoughts of
suicide and connect them to suicide
first aid resources. Most people with
thoughts of suicide invite help to stay
safe. Alert helpers know how to use
these invitations to support that
desire for safety.
The safeTALK program helps
participants learn steps that
contribute to saving lives through
discussion and practice.
As a safeTALK-trained suicide alert
helper, you should be better able to:
• move beyond common
tendencies to miss, dismiss or
avoid suicide;
• identify people who have thoughts
of suicide;
• apply the TALK steps (Tell, Ask,
Listen and KeepSafe) to connect
a person with suicidal thoughts to
suicide first aid intervention
caregivers.

30 places available. Register online.
W: cdu.edu.au/ihd/events F: facebook.com/EventsIHD
Date: Monday, 8 September 2014
Start Time: Arrive 1.20pm for 1.30pm start
Finish time: 4.30 pm
Venue: IHD Multicultural Room
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Building Closures During
Summer Semester

Summer Semester
Applications

IHD is installing 13 new kitchens in
existing IHD buildings over summer
semester. Due to these upgrades the
following buildings will be closed over the
summer break:
• Buildings 1, 2, 4, 5
• Houses 7, 8, 9, 10

IHD is accepting bookings for summer
semester 2014-15.

Building 11 will have rotating partial
closures for necessary maintenance, so
will be used for short term stays only over
summer.

All residents wishing to stay at IHD over
summer semester must complete and
return the 2014-2015 Accommodation
Extension form to IHD Reception. This
form was emailed to all residents on 22
August 2014. If you require another copy
of the form please email:
accommodation@cdu.edu.au

Residents of the above buildings wishing
to extend their stay past 10 November
2014 will be relocated to an available room
by IHD management. We will allocate the
limited number of cheaper/standard rooms
on a “first come, first served” basis.

If you have not already advised IHD
Reception that you are intending to stay
at IHD beyond 10 November 2014, please
remember to do so as soon as possible.

NOTICES
CDU Security Notice
CDU Security is advising anyone owning
a smart phone or tablet to download the
‘Find My Phone’ app onto their device.
In the event your phone is lost or stolen,
it gives security and/or police a greater
chance at tracking down your phone to
return to its rightful owner.

Personal Safety and
Prevention of Theft
Make sure doors to your room, kitchen,
bathroom, and other common room doors
are always securely closed. By keeping
these doors closed at all times it reduces
the risk of outsiders entering these areas
which protect your safety and also prevent
theft.
It is important to note that IHD and the
University are not responsible for any
damage or loss caused to items located on
the premises; therefore, residents are
encouraged to take out appropriate
insurance. You are advised to check that
the contents policy you are purchasing is
valid for a residential accommodation
setting. It may also be wise to have
engraved identification on expensive
electrical items.
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